Powertrials Update! Starting September 7, 2023, the Research: On Study indicator will now be available in the SmartZone alert field. The SmartZone is a window located to the right of the patient’s chart that displays noncritical, patient-relevant notifications. The Research: On Study banner bar indicator will be removed and replaced by the Primary Team.

Review this one-sheeter with a screen capture of this change.

Calling all PIs: The CCTS Clinical Investigator Training Program (CITP) is a five-week training on the roles and responsibilities of principle investigators in the conduct of clinical research. The program enhances investigator awareness of the administrative infrastructure supporting clinical research at UAB, and promotes its effective utilization to enable efficient time-to-trial-activation. It is ideal for those with MDs, DOs, DMDs and PhDs, with a heavy emphasis on the responsibilities of investigators when overseeing clinical trials with humans. The program kicks off October 24th.

Learn more and apply here by October 3rd.

Connect over Coffee: Connect to the research answers you need to elevate and support your research every first Friday of each month. Drop by the CCTS office in the Shelby Biomedical Research Building (Suite 120), anytime between 8:00 - 9:30 am this Friday (Sept. 1) to enjoy coffee, donuts, and all things CCTS. A member of the CCTS team will greet you and connect you to the support and network you need.

Add CCTS First Fridays to your calendar.

Thank you for reading!
UAB Clinical Trials Administration Committee